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► By 2050, the world population is expected to reach about 10 Billion

► By 2060, Super Intelligence will be in our lives, introducing robots more
creative than human brain

► By 2020, there will be 200 Billion smart objects worldwide; 26 smart
objects for every human on Earth

► By 2025, millennials will make up around 75% of the workforce, at which
point Gen Z will also be coming into the workforce. 5 generations in the
same workforce

► By 2025, 50% of operational jobs will pass on to machines. For every 10
jobs consumed by automation, only 1 will be created. Jobs are being
replaced by skillsets

► By 2025, 50% of Americans will be freelancers

► By 2028, 40% of the jobs people will be doing do not exist today

► 65% of children will work in roles that don’t exist today. Employment
demand will be most for tech /fintech jobs, biotech, genetics, art

► By 2027, 10% of everything manufactured will be by 3D printers

► By 2024, Blockchain market size will reach 60 Billion USD

► By 2022, Cloud and IoT storage technologies market size will reach 30
Billion USD

► We are in the VUCA World and Digital is already in our DNA but only %3

of people understand the future with AI today

► It is time of Exponential Organizations: Tech Savvy and Fluid (Facebook

acquired WhatsApp for 19 Billion USD; 345 Million USD per 55 employee)

► Today only 17% of executives say they are ready to manage a workforce

that includes humans, robots and AI working side by side

► The sharing economy will continue to disrupt traditional industries at a

higher pace and with a bigger reach. Airbnb is valued at $30 Billion, as much

as Hilton and Hyatt combined

► Technology gave rise to the gig economy changing the way companies

recruit, source and develop talent. In a decade, 50% of your work force will

be freelancers drawn from the gig economy

► More than 40% of Consumer Goods R&D is crowdsourced today

► Fluidity will continue to increase; Uber and Lyft are responsible for an 80%

drop in the price of a New York City taxi medallion

► AI, Machine Learning, Cloud and big data will radically change not only

society but also how we work. In 2016 we produced as much data as in the

rest of the history of humankind

► Cybersecurity will reach grave importance. Global spending on cybersecurity

will exceed 1 Trillion USD over the next 5 years

► With time AI will become more explainable, transparent, and provable

World AI 

ENJOY THE RIDE!

Change Is Happening Fast at Multiple Levels



Where 
Humans

Beat 
Machines

Creative 
endeavours

Includes creative 
writing, 

entrepreneurship, 
and scientific 

discovery

Social 
interactions 

Includes 
managers, leaders, 

salespeople, 
negotiators, 

caretakers, nurses, 
and teachers

Physical 
dexterity and 

mobility

Humans have 
millennia of 
experience 
practicing 

extraordinary 
agility and physical 

dexterity

Where Humans Beat Machines



Critical Skills Most Promising Jobs

10 Critical Skills and Most Promising Jobs in 
AI Age 

► Complex Problem Solving (ripple intelligence)

► Critical Thinking (turn data into meaningful 

interpretations, articulate the interconnected)

► Judgement and Decision Making (big data 

management and prioritization)

► Cognitive Flexibility

► Creativity

► Emotional Intelligence (empathy, curiosity)

► Coordinating with Others (effective 

communication, collaboration)

► People Management (5 generations)

► Negotiation (win-win solutions)

► Service Orientation (solution)

► Tech / FinTech Jobs

► Biotech

► Genetics

► Art

► Management of 5 Generations

► Services



Growth Mindset to fit well into the 21st Century 

► Own a Growth Mindset

► Shift your thinking

► Be Tech Savvy. Learn and talk Tech Lingo

► Enrich your work life

► Learn automation tools

► Learn Coding – Algorithmic thinking

► Learn Behavioral Psychology

► Play with data, understand

► Be curious, own learning agility

► Train yourself, continuously

► Train people, continuously


